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The mission of the collaboration is to provide thought 

leadership through professional development, relevant 

experiences and other activities for those who lead learning in 

organizations. More specifically, we will: 

 Assist learning leaders in understanding and working 
with C-suite executives 

 Provide model processes to ensure workforce readiness 
and to foster learning accountability 

 Create a network of peers and advisors to support 
learning leaders in meeting and exceeding their 
responsibilities 

 Foster change and innovation in corporate learning     
 

Since 2005, AAL has provided learning and development, 

talent management, and consulting services to higher 

education, primarily to health professions institutions, as well 

as other clients. With an Atlanta-based staff, AAL has 

successfully worked with a group of 30 independent (IRS 

Form 1099) contractors to execute projects involving over 

150 universities and businesses in the U.S. and abroad. AAL’s 

contributions to the AL2 collaboration include the following: 

 Staff support for independent contractors 

 Market research 

 Contract negotiation and execution 

 Convening and communicating with the AL2 advisors 
and consultants 

 Facilitation of meetings with AL2 advisors and 
consultants, including follow up 

 Marketing and business development associated with 
AL2 

 Managing relationships with higher education 
institutions to leverage for knowledge, expertise, and 
credentials associated with completion of AL2 programs 

 Overseeing and providing compensation for 1099 
contractors 

 
AAL is an established and recognized entity that brings 

credibility and visibility to the AL2 initiative.
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ACADEMY FOR ADVANCING LEARNING LEADERSHIP 

Georgia LEARNS is an economic development Platform. We engage with Executives involved in Nonprofits, Learning Technology, 

Technology, Investment, Academia and Consulting. The Platform identifies and funds projects focused on establishing Georgia as the 

global leader in the effective use of the ALO (Accountable Learning Organization Adaptable Framework) in support of "Performance 

Assurance" across all spectra of learning. The projects and outcomes will speak louder than words as we maintain this reputation and earn 

investments from a wide range of sources. These projects will be self-sustaining and produce an ongoing stream of visible results measured 

in jobs and economic benefits for those that participate. We collaborate with organizations around the world that are open to supporting 

these initiatives to accelerate positive global impact. 

 


